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The growth of automobile sector is phenomenal. The automotive air conditioning sector presents a huge 
opportunity for refrigeration and air conditioning industry. Factory installed :iir conditio:iing systems is 
becoming a norm. C:lr air conditioning has come a long way s:nce the first comfcrt ..:ooling sy::;tem was 
installed in the year 1939. Many changes have been mad.! since then in enhancing passenger comfort. Very 
few articles in air conditioning anc refrigeration journals get published on this subject. As this field has 
very bright future, the paper tries to deal with special considerations, the air conditioning proft:ssional 
needs to consider over and above his routine, stationary air conditioning system designs. 

INTRODUCTION 

The mobile air conditioning includes air conditioning for all mobile equipments, like 
passenger cars, bus air conditioning, mobile homes (house on wheels), mobile electronic 
testing vans, battle tan.ks, containers, defense shelters. air crafts, space ships, and 
railways, mobile cranes, off highway equipment or any other special requirements. 

This article deals with automobile air conditioning since it is the largest sector and 
growing at a faster rate than any other industry, as the country is fast developing its 
infrastructure far:ility. 

Aut:m'lobile air con�itioning, with its [ast and vast grc,·.\1:h, present� a huge opportunity 
for the refrigerat1on &:�.:i ::iir conditioni11g industry. 

The production of passenger cars in India, currently is 6.5 lacs per annum, and expected 
to grow rapidly at more than 25% rate per year. Since the opening of this sector for global 
players, we find majority of them are already making their presence felt in India. 

Prior to the entry of Maruti car, the air conditioning t111it installation by OEM WRS 

unheard, and those wanting A/C systems, had to go to service stations for getting 
assembled systems to be installed on their vehicles. Initially Maruti also had 15 to 20 % 
vehicles fitted with A/C systems from the factory. Today, more than 80% cars are 
manufactured with factory fitted air conditioning systems. 

The car air conditioning system manufacturers are generally a distinct category and not 
the regular air conditioning refrigeration manufacturers commonly known to all. 

The car air conditioning manufacturers do not have independent identity and a_re normally 
considered as auto ancillary component manufacturers. 

If, however, one goes into further details, it would surprise every one to know that their 
turnover is much higher and exceeds that of most of the established and well known air 
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